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Summary
Cellular differentiation and multicellular development
require the programmed expression of coregulated
suites of genetic loci dispersed throughout the genome.
How do functionally diverse loci come to share common
regulatory motifs? A new paper finds that retrotranspo-
sons (RTEs) may play a role in providing common re-
gulation to a group of functions expressed during the
development of oocytes and preimplantation embryos.
Examining cDNA libraries, Peaston et al.(1) find that 13%
of all processed transcripts in full-grown mouse oocytes
contain RTE sequences, mostly from the MT family of
retroviral-like elements. Smaller but still significant per-
centages of RTE sequences are found in cDNA libraries
from 2-cell embryos and blastocysts. A quarter of these
RTE sequences are at the 50 ends of chimeric transcripts
that also contain exons from endogenous mouse loci.
These chimeric transcripts display restricted expression
in oocytes and preimplantation embryos and presumably
originate from developmentally regulated LTR promo-
ters. Some, but not all, chimeric transcripts encode novel
protein products. BioEssays 27:122–125, 2005.
� 2005 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Why so many mobile elements in genomes?

More than half the human genome is repetitive DNA.(2) The

transcriptionally active euchromatic portion of our DNA

contains 20–30 times more nucleotides in mobile genetic

elements than in protein-coding sequences. The genomes of

other multicellular organisms also have large excesses of

repetitive DNA. What does all this repeat DNA do? Functional

genomics is starting to produce some answers.

When Barbara McClintock first discovered transposable

components in the maize genome, she called them ‘‘control-

ling elements’’ because they could alter patterns of develop-

mental expression when inserted near any genetic locus.(3)

Although her discovery of genome fluidity has received

widespread acceptance, McClintock’s ideas about transpo-

sable regulatory modules fell out of favor. However, a new

paper from the Jackson Laboratory in Developmental Cell by

Anne Peaston, Alexei Evsikov and their colleagues may help

change that view.(1) Examining expression patterns in mouse

oocytes and preimplantation embryos, they found a major

developmental role for retrotransposons (RTEs) in determin-

ing transcription initiation and mRNA structure. This paper is

part of a rapidly growing literature that implicates dispersed

mobile elements in the control of genome expression.

Retrotransposon sequences in oocyte- and

preimplantation-embryo-specific transcripts

Peaston et al. found that 13% of the cDNAs in an EST library

prepared from full-grown oocytes (FGOs) contained RTE

sequences. At least one quarter of these transcripts were

chimeric mRNAs, containing RTE sequences at the 50 end

attached to identified cellular coding sequences (i.e. >3% of

the total ESTs). Most of the RTEs were related to retroviruses

and had long terminal repeats (LTRs). So it appeared that RTE

LTRs could serve as promoters for cellular coding sequences

(Fig. 1).

The significance of these initial observationswas bolstered

by differences found between FGO, 2-cell embryo and

blastocyst EST libraries. Overall RTE trancript abundance

was greatest in FGOs (13%), lower in 2-cell embryos (8%)

and lowest in blastocysts (0.5%). Developmental specificities

were even sharper when particular RTEswere examined. The

two most heavily transcribed examples are the MT

(mouse transcript) family of nonautonomous elements and

theMuERV-L endogenous retrovirus. MT transcripts constitute

12.7% of FGO, 2% of 2-cell embryo, and 0.01% of blastocyst

cDNAs. Because MT transcripts are highest in FGOs and

progressively disappear during embryonic development, they

seem to be an important part of the maternal contribution to

post-fertilization growth and differentiation. In contrast,

MuERV-L sequences are absent from FGO and blastocyst

EST libraries but are in 3.2% of 2-cell embryo transcripts,

apparently encoded by the zygote genome. Clearly, RTE

transcription is subject to tight developmental control, and RT-

PCR analysis of different oocyte and embryo stages confirms

that each RTE displays its own characteristic regulatory

pattern.

Chimeric RNAs with retrotransposon

sequences and endogenous exons

The chimeric RTE-cell sequence transcripts are especially

interesting because they encode proteins that may function
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during oocyte maturation and post-zygotic development. The

distribution of specific RTEs in chimeric mRNAs is clearly non-

random in the different EST libraries. In FGOs, 55/96 chimeric

transcripts contain sequences from the MTA element and its

relatives. MTA is interesting because it is the youngest and

most-abundant MT subfamily,(4) indicating that over half the

maternal chimeric transcripts are of relatively recent origin

in mouse evolution. In 2-cell embryos, only 7/41 chimeras

contain MT sequences while 23/41 contain sequences from

MuERV-L and its relatives. These distinct abundances parallel

the contribution of these elements to total transcripts in the two

stages.Notably,RTEsequences found in chimericmRNA from

ovaries, oocytes or preimplantation embryos were never

detected in cDNA libraries from other developmental stages

or tissues.

Comparison of chimeric cDNA and genomic sequences

showed that RTEswere located either 50 to the cellular locus or

in one of the introns (Fig. 1). In almost all cases analyzed, at

least one of the cellular exons was missing from the chimeric

transcript, even when the RTE was located upstream. The

exceptions were two loci, each with a single continuous exon,

presumably retrogenes.(5) Splicing occurred at a conserved 50

donor site found in a subset of MTelement LTRs and showed a

preference for 30 acceptor sites in AT-rich regions of adjacent

host loci. Two-thirds of the chimeric transcripts were predicted

to encode truncated or otherwise altered proteins, and only

one-third appeared to encode the same protein as the non-

chimeric cellular mRNA. Four loci were examined in detail,

encoding the following proteins: spindlin, an Hsp40 homo-

log, voltage-dependent anion channel 2 and IL3-regulated

nuclear factor. In all cases, the endogenous and chimeric

mRNAs showed different tissue- and stage-specific expres-

sion patterns.

Roles for mobile elements in modulating

gene expression and function

The results in Peaston et al.(1) show that RTE-promoted

transcription can alter expression of adjacent genetic loci via

three different mechanisms:

(i) creating newdevelopmental timing by promoter/enhancer

function,

(ii) changing mRNA structure by splicing activity, and

(iii) changing protein structure by inducing alternative splicing

and/or initiating transcription from an intron.

The LTR-driven transcripts described in this paper are

found only in certain developmental stages, leading Peaston

et al.(1) to conclude that RTEs ‘‘act as oocyte- and preimplan-

tation-embryo-specific alternative promoters for awide variety

of host genes’’. This idea is very close to theMcClintock notion

of controlling elements, and the authors also follow her con-

ceptually in pointing out how different RTE insertions ‘‘can

result in coregulated gene expression’’. They further note that

the capacity for developing new regulatory suites by retro-

transposition events is enhanced in evolutionary potential

by the ability of RTE insertions to alter the gene products

produced by the coregulated loci.

A virtue of this paper is that it not only discusses the

transcriptional and RNA processing contributions of RTEs but

also considers the importance of heterochromatin formation in

establishing epigenetic patterns of developmental gene ex-

pression. The role of repeats and mobile elements in nucleat-

ing heterochromatin formation by RNAi-directed silencing

provides yet another mechanism by which RTE insertions can

influence the expression of nearby coding sequences and act

to construct distributed suites of coordinately regulated loci.

Figure 1. Summary of the effects of LTR retro-

transposon insertiononexpressionof endogenous

mouse loci described by Peaston et al.(1) The filled

boxes show the exons found in cDNA libraries. The

hatched boxes are proviral LTRs. The empty boxes

show genomic exons downstream of a provirus

not found in the chimeric cDNA. Since the mouse

genomic sequence includes the provirus, the pre-

insertion endogenous locus structure was pre-

dicted from genomic analysis.
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RNAi operates on RTE-encoded double-stranded RNA.(6)

Thismechanism is very likely to operate in shutting downRTE-

promoted transcripts in preimplantation embryos because

Peaston et al. documented anti-sense transcripts coming from

MuERV-L proviruses in these stages.

Given (a) the high frequency of RTE transcripts observed

in oocytes and preimplantation embryos and (b) the multiple

molecular mechanisms documented in this paper that under-

pin RTE effects on both the timing and nature of products

transcribed from a genetic locus, it is not hard to see why

Peaston et al. subscribe to the idea that mobile elements are

key players in evolutionary genome remodeling and subse-

quent developmental regulation of gene expression. Genomic

analysis indicates that they have played this role often in

evolution.(5,7,8) The conventional view is that these roles for

RTEs and other mobile elements are the accidental con-

sequences of their lifestyle as genomic parasites. Although

usually harmful or selectively neutral, occasionally a random

insertion will produce a positively selected beneficial effect.

This is the view of the authors.

A functionalist view of mobile element biology

Conventional wisdom notwithstanding, there is an alterna-

tive (and potentially more fruitful) way to think about the

regulatory and evolutionary roles of the mobile genetic

elements. That is to adopt a ‘‘functionalist’’ perspective on

repetitive DNA as essential to genome function(9) and fully

embrace McClintock’s concept of controlling elements. A

mobile genetic element is a highly organized composite of

signals that moves as an integrated structure. Wherever the

element lands, these signals will affect transcription, RNA

processing, chromatin remodeling and other aspects of

genome function in a complex but reproducible fashion.

In other words, mobile elements are effectively distributed

genomic control modules. The data on their regulatory effects

continue to grow. In addition to Peaston et al., other recent

papers document RTE roles in nucleating heterochromatin

formation in fission yeast(6) and maize(10) as well as a role in

modulating mammalian transcript elongation.(11) The regula-

tory contents of mobile elements differ from one element to

another.Each is able to playa characteristic role in establishing

higher-level genomic regulatory configurations. For example,

the glucocorticoid-inducible promoter and chromatin remodel-

ing activity of mouse mammary tumor virus(12) can set up a

dispersed network of individual loci responsive to a common

hormonal trigger, the chromatin boundary/insulator signal in

the Drosophila gypsy retrovirus(13) can define the limits of an

extended but contiguous chromatin domain, and the binding

sites for replication origin complexes in Ty element LTRs(14)

canhelp organize the replication structure of the budding yeast

genome.

The argument that mobile elements provide a diversified

toolbox for formatting genomic functions predicts that we will

find other features enhancing their effectiveness as agents

of genome restructuring, such as activation of mobility in

response to stress and targeting to preferred locations in the

genome.(9,15,16) And that is indeed the case. In conversation,

McClintock often called stress activation of controlling ele-

ments ‘‘genome shock’’, and molecular studies have re-

produced her discoveries in bacteria(17–20) and plants.(21)

Animals activate mobile elements in their germ lines when

normal mating patterns are disrupted.(22–24) Non-randomness

(‘‘hotspotting’’) of mobile element insertions has long been

known in systems as distant as bacteria and Drosophila. The

insertion specificity of Drosophila Pelements can be modified

by incorporating binding sites for transcription factors so that

the engineered transposons ‘‘home’’ preferentially to chromo-

some regions containing loci regulated by those factors.(25–27)

Genomic analysis indicates that both Ty elements and murine

leukemia virus (MuLV) display a strong preference for

insertions 50 to transcribed loci,(28–30) where they are least

likely to disrupt function andmost likely to add novel regulatory

specificity of the kind described by Peaston et al.(1)

Studies of Ty element targeting in budding yeast have

providedmechanistic insight. Insertionsof Ty3 canbe targeted

to the 50 ends of actively transcribed loci by interactions

between integration proteins and components of the RNA

polymerase complex,(31) while insertions of Ty5 can be

targeted to silenced regions of the genome by interaction with

chromatin-silencing proteins.(32) A molecular connection

between insertion and the apparatuses for transcription and

chromatin remodeling provides a readily comprehensible

mechanistic basis for cellular regulation of mobile element

specificity. It remains unknown how far regulation of genome

restructuring may have played a role in establishing control

networks like the oocyte-early embryo regulon. To address

this issue,wemust deviseexperimental approaches to explore

the origin of functional multi-locus systems. By documenting

mobile element potentials for establishing regulatory suites,

papers like Peaston et al.(1) have placed hitherto taboo

questions about the control of genome remodeling on the

research agenda for the 21st century.
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